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Annalisa Gugliotta

2 Morse Street, Swindon, Wilts SN1 5QP  Mob:  07816 881480

annalisa.gugliotta@hotmail.co.uk


An Italian national with a Linguistics Diploma obtained in Palermo and extensive experience of interpretation and translation between the English and Italian languages. 

14 years living and working in England, including 5 as a production manager at Nationwide Building Society, leading a team of predominantly English staff members whilst at the same time providing translation assistance to ‘Wedding Bella Sicily’ for the English version of their Italian website, has culminated in an individual with proven multi-lingual skills at the highest level.  

Able to converse and articulate fluently in English and Italian, understand Spanish, and efficiently proof-read English/Italian documents, applying grammatical understanding and correction where required. 

A desire to succeed and a confidence in linguistics has enabled a rapid career rise with the outsourcing of work by the financial organisation presenting the opportunity to utilise many transferable skills for a career change and a wish to focus on linguistics.




Key Skills
Key Tools

Team leading and Communication 
Microsoft Office Applications

Presentation and Translation


English and Italian Grammar
Languages Fluent

Proof-reading
Italian, English

Interpretation


Additional Languages understood

Spanish

CAREER EXPERIENCE

Wedding Bella Sicily
October 2009-September 2013: Translator and Interpreter (Part-time)

Wedding Bella Sicily is an independent wedding services and event planner operating via a website, www.weddingbellasicily.com, to provide a single point of contact to couples looking to marry in Sicily.  The company liaises with the couple to understand their budget and requirements and then works with local business to provide the best possible arrangement to budget.  Often there is an element of interpretation and translation required as the website needs to be in both Italian and English and also not all local businesses in Sicily speak English.

Key Outcomes Delivered:

English and Italian Grammar
·	Utilisation of grammar knowledge to correct language on website and ensure it can be clearly understood in both English and Italian
·	Translation of Italian prose to English, utilising creative language and vocabulary to increase appeal to potential customers

Interpretation
·	Providing liaison services to customers once they’ve arrived in Sicily, assisting with registration into hotels, introductions to ministers and providing on-the-spot interpretation between English and Italian ensuring that all arrangements are understood by both parties
·	Currently working with a Spanish freelancer to create a Spanish version of the Wedding Bella Sicily website, translating from Italian to Spanish



Nationwide Building Society
September 2008 - March 2013: Production Manager, Print & Mail Department

Nationwide's Print & Mail Department used to produce 300k confidential documents for customers per day, before being outsourced in April 2013. With machines and operators working on a 24 hour basis this department was absolutely essential in enabling Nationwide to adhere to FCA and PRA regulatory standards and law.  Volume and specification required extremely efficient scheduling, people and stakeholder management to meet strict deadlines, and delivery targets.  This was especially important at peak times such as national holidays and financial year end, when the department would produce up to 3 times as many documents per day.

Key Outcomes Delivered:

Team Leading and Communication
·	Facilitation and chairing of process optimisation meetings in English to team of 12 engineers, technicians of predominantly English nationality with a few Europeans of varying fluency in English. Utilising various degrees of articulation to outline objectives and targets for the daily shifts and upcoming deadlines, ensuring that team understood requirements exactly enabling them to regularly exceeded senior management expectations
·	Conducting 1 to 1's meeting and appraisals reviews with direct reports in English

Presentation and Translation
·	Reporting of monthly statistics to senior management team using Microsoft PowerPoint software and verbal presentation to articulate achievements and trends
·	Translation of confidential documents for  customers.

Proof-reading
·	Provision of quality assurance to senior management on documents in English, ensuring correct use of grammar, punctuation and spelling.



Nationwide Building Society
October 2001-September 2008: Production Technician, Print & Mail Department

As a production technician I used to run and set up mailing machines, mailing customers confidential data.  All training and manuals were presented in English.

Key Outcomes Delivered:
·	Reading shift report and engaging with site engineer to discuss any potential issues
·	Attending progress meeting and cascading any messages back to the team
·	Performing machine maintenance and safety checks
·	Validating machine statistics from previous shift and ensuring there are no outstanding SLA's
·	Configuring machine to required job specifications
·	Briefing machine assistants and ensuring they have replenished stock levels
·	Releasing print files from ADF (Automated Document Factory) to mailing machines, prioritising
       according to required SLA's
·	Performing quality checks

Field Commercial
October 1999-October 2001: Various Factory-based work for a variety of companies 
Temporary picking and packing jobs, in Ralton and GWC, Swindon, involving hand fulfilment, stocking, and mailing machines. 

EDUCATION, AWARDS and INTERESTS



EDUCATION
1993-1998

Liceo Linguistico Provinciale di Palermo
Languages Diploma
Proficiency certificates (equivalent of GCSE) in:
Italian Literature
                                                                                                Maths
                                                                                                History
                                                                                                Chemistry
                                                                                                Philosophy

AWARDS

·	Nominated for Nationwide Printing and Mailing Services Employee of the Year in 2011
·	Nominated for Nationwide Printing and Mailing Services Employee of the Quarter 3 times in 2011/12
·	Receiver of 10 Nationwide Pride Awards
·	Receiver of Achievement and Endeavour Award for Languages at ‘Liceo Linguistico Provinciale di Palermo’


INTERESTS

·	Attending music concerts, cooking traditional Italian cuisine, sightseeing around Europe, Socialising



